Sally Mann’s
Hold Still
Book Club
Presentation
National Book Award Finalist, named
One of the Best Books of the Year by The
New York Times, and Washington Post.
“A revealing and beautifully written
memoir and family history from
acclaimed photographer Sally Mann”

Overview
Memoir versus Autobiography
• What is the difference?

Hold Still themes and how they relate to Sally’s life and her
photographs
•
•
•
•
•

Memory
Mortality
Family
The Southern Landscape
The racial history of the south - Gee Gee

And finally my thoughts on Hold Still

Definition of Memoir
Memoir - is a narrative that reveals experiences within the author's
lifetime
• less formal
• less encompassing
• more concerned with emotional truth toward a particular section of one’s life
and how it makes one feel now
• less obsessed with factual events
• written by the subject

Definition of Autobiography
Autobiography - is a chronological telling of one's experience, which
should include phases such as childhood, adolescence, adulthood

• written by the main character or at least drafted with a collaborative writer
• made up of detailed chronology, events, places, reactions, movements and
any other relevant information that inhabited the life of the subject
• focused on facts - fact, above all, is its foundation

In his own memoir, Palimpsest, Gore Vidal gave his own definitions of
the two genres stating, "a memoir is how one remembers one's own
life, while an autobiography is history, requiring research, dates, facts
double-checked."

As explained by Mary Karr
Mary Karr, the author of “The Art of the Memoir” and “The Liars Club”
elaborates further…
“Despite being personal to the author, memoir transcends the
personal. The tiny instance of life in memoir “echoes” the entirety of
life. Memoir, personal by nature, becomes a shared experience
between the reader and the author… a good memoir has a distinctive
voice that resonates with the reader.

Question for the group
1. Did you find Sally’s voice distinctive?
Was she successful in “downloading her
experience into the readers head and
heart? Why or why not?

Hold Still Themes

Memory
“my long preoccupation with the treachery of
memory”*
* Sally Mann Hold Still

Memory
“Memory is never a precise duplicate of the
original… it is a continuing act of creation,”*
“Using photographs as an instrument of memory
is probably a mistake because I think that
photographs actually sort of impoverish your
memory in certain ways, sort of take away all the
other senses.” **
“Photographs supplant and corrupt the past, all
the while creating their own memories.”**
“It isn’t death that stole my father from me; it’s
the photographs”**
*Rosalind Cartwright
**Sally Mann, Hold Still

Hold Still Themes

Mortality
“Death makes us sad, but it can also make us feel more
alive,”*
* Sally Mann

Mortality
Sally writes frankly about
death, suicide and murder in
Hold Still.
Her “What Remains”
photographs are an effort to
show that death is not an end
and that nature goes on…

The picture can’t be displayed.

Hold Still Themes

Family
“The family pictures changed all our lives in ways we
never could have predicted, in ways that affect us
still.”*
* Sally Mann Hold Still

Family
“I am working every day on new
photographs…family pictures is
beginning to take on a life of its
own…”*

“There is …an almost mystical
rightness about the image: about
the way the light is enfolding, the
way the kids eyes have taken on
an almost frightening intensity…”*

The picture can’t be displayed.

* Sally Mann Hold Still

Family, continued
Her work, Immediate Family, made her famous for the wrong reasons.
“Out of the 65 photos in the book, only 13 show the children naked.
There was no internet in those days. I'd never seen child pornography.
It wasn't in people's consciousness. Showing my children's bodies
didn't seem unusual to me. Exploitation was the farthest thing from my
mind.“*
* Sally Mann

Family, Continued
Many critics argued she unnecessarily sexualized her daughter, while
charges of pornography emanated from conservative circles.
Conversely others saw the pictures differently.
“Mann not only recorded the activities and mishaps of childhood but
also probed its psychic complexity. In her portrayals, we witness
beauty, bravado, sensuality, and tenderness as well as anger, confusion,
and the struggle between attachment and independence. While she
captured some scenes spontaneously, many she carefully staged.”*
* National Gallery of Art Washington, Sally Mann A Thousand Crossings, exhibition guide

Question for the
group
When discussing the Immediate Family
uproar in Hold Still, Sally writes that
“I believe my morality should have no
bearing on the discussion of the pictures
I made… it should make no difference in
the way the work is viewed.”
Do you feel that Sally’s argument above
is viable?
If so, why, and if not, why not?

Hold Still Themes
The Southern Landscape
“the mysteries and revelations of this singular place…
have been the begetter and breathing animus of my
artistic soul”*
* Sally Mann Hold Still

The Southern Landscape
• “I have loved Rockbridge County, Virginia
surely since the moment my birth-bleary eyes
caught sight of it”*
• “terrible in its beauty, in its indifference,”*
• “Her work so rooted in place that it is
inseparable from history, from lore..”**

* Sally Mann, Hold Still
**Hilton Als, New Yorker

The Southern Landscape, continued
“She looks forward as she looks back, at all those bodies that made her
and her place in Virginia, and into the landscape, filled with rutted
earth, big or low clouds, storybook fantastic vegetation, and the
Southern light that reminds so many of photography itself—dark, as
Joan Didion wrote, and glowing “with a morbid luminescence.”*

*Hilton Als, New Yorker

Hold Still Themes

The History of the South
“What were any of us thinking? Why did we never ask
the questions? That’s the mystery of it – our blindness
and our silence.”*
* Sally Mann Hold Still

The History of the South
“The pictures I wanted to take
were about the rivers of blood, of
tears, and of sweat that Africans
poured in the dark soil..”*

“I was looking for images of the
dead as they are revealed in the
land and in its adamant, essential
renewal.”*
The picture can’t be displayed.

* Sally Mann Hold Still

The History of the South, Continued
Gee Gee

The picture can’t be displayed.

Question for the group
“The best mother a child count want”*
While Sally’s family had worked hard in
support of the civil rights movement, they had
also benefited from a social and legal
structure that oppressed African Americans.
How do you feel Hold Still tackles the issue of
white privilege? Do you believe Sally’s
photographs are exploiting the racial divide?
Explain why or why not.

* Sally Mann Hold Still

The picture can’t be displayed.

My thoughts about Hold Still?
• Distinctive voice
• Her “pitch perfect prose” – approachable, conversational and moving
• Challenging read – she asks questions about the race, art, morality,
parenting, that made me ponder…
• Compelling read – her life story, her family history, her explanation of what
makes art, she not only documents her life but writes about her personal
growth
• The accompaniment of the photographs
• Her clear eyed examination of her parents, Gee Gee, her children and
herself
• I read it as if I was being spoken to in a conversation with a close friend
• And those photographs…

